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Effects of multi-helicity confinement magnetic fields on zonal flows and ion temperature gradient (ITG)
turbulence are investigated by means of the gyrokinetic-Vlasov simulation code (GKV code). Detailed mag-
netic field parameters for the standard and inward-shifted configurations of the Large Helical Device (LHD)
experiments are introduced in the simulation model. By the linear GKV simulations, it has been shown that, in
the inward-shifted configuration, the maximum ITG mode growth rate slightly increases while the zonal flow
is maintained for a longer time [S. Ferrando-Margalet, H. Sugama, and T.-H. Watanabe, “Zonal flows and ion
temperature gradient instabilities in multiple-helicity magnetic fields” Phys. Plasmas (2007) in press]. Corre-
spondingly, the nonlinear GKV simulations of the ITG turbulence in simple model configurations are extended
to the more elaborate ones in the present study. The obtained results show effective regulation of the ITG turbu-
lence by the zonal flows in the inward-shifted case. The zonal flows generated with three-times larger averaged
amplitudes than those in the standard configuration lead to a lower ion heat transport level. The obtained results
confirm the theoretical prediction that the neoclassical optimization of helical systems contributes to reduction of
the anomalous transport by enhancing the zonal-flow level.
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1 Introduction

ShearedE × B plasma flows with toroidal and poloidal
symmetries, namely the zonal flows, have widely been be-
lieved as one of key ingredients for regulating the turbulent
transport in magnetic confinement fusion [1]. In toroidal
systems, the zonal flow is coupled to the geodesic acous-
tic mode (GAM) oscillation [2]. A linear response of the
zonal flow driven by the ion temperature gradient (ITG)
turbulence in a tokamak was derived from the gyrokinetic
theory by Rosenbluth and Hinton [3]. It is considered that
the residual zonal flow remaining constant after Landau
damping of the GAM plays an important role in reduction
of the tokamak ITG turbulent transport.

The gyrokinetic theory of the zonal flow has been ex-
tended to helical systems [4, 5], and the idea of the zonal
flow optimization for effective reduction of the turbulent
transport has come out [4, 5, 6]. The zonal flow was first
identified in the Compact Helical System (CHS) experi-
ments [7], and is recognized as a mutual important subject
in the anomalous transport studies for tokamak and helical
systems.

The role of zonal flows in regulating the turbulence
is, thus, investigated for understanding the transport prop-
erty observed in the Large Helical Device (LHD) [8] ex-
periments. From the LHD experiments it is found that not
only the neoclassical but also the anomalous transport is
reduced in the inward-shifted configuration [9]. Here, it
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is noteworthy that the radial drift motion of helical-ripple-
trapped particles is decreased by shifting the magnetic axis
inward while the unfavorable magnetic curvature destabi-
lizing the ballooning-type modes such as the toroidal ITG
mode is increased. The gyrokinetic theory of zonal flows
in helical systems has shown that the slower decay of the
zonal flow expected in the inward-shifted LHD configu-
ration lead to lower turbulent transport than that in the
standard one [4, 5]. The theoretical estimate of the linear
response of the zonal flow is verified by the gyrokinetic-
Vlasov simulations [4, 5, 10, 11] by means of the GKV
code [12]. The nonlinear GKV simulations for the sim-
plified models of the LHD have demonstrated that the
ITG turbulent transport in the inward-shifted configura-
tion, which has 60% larger growth rates of the ITG sta-
bility, is regulated by the stronger zonal flows to a level
comparable to the standard case [10].

In the present study, realistic parameter sets for the
LHD experimental conditions are employed in the GKV
simulations of the ITG turbulence, where differences in
the linear stability between the standard and inward-shifted
cases become smaller [11, 13] while slower decay of the
zonal flow in the inward-shifted case. Then, it is expected
that the lower anomalous transport will be found in the
inward-shifted case, as actually observed in the LHD ex-
periments. This paper is organized as follows. After a brief
introduction of our simulation model in section 2, the GKV
simulation results of the ITG turbulence and zonal flows
are shown in section 3. A conclusion is given in section 4.
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Table 1 Parameters used in GKV simulations of ITG turbulence
and zonal flows in LHD model configurations.

Standard Inward-shifted

r/R0 0.099 0.114
q0 1.9 1.7
ŝ -0.85 -0.96
ϵt 0.087 0.082
ϵL/ϵt 0.91 1.20
ϵL−1/ϵt -0.28 -0.74
ϵL+1/ϵt 0 -0.24
(r/ϵt)ϵ′00 0.22 0.71
(r/ϵt)ϵ′t 1.02 1.00
(r/ϵt)ϵ′L 1.96 2.44
(r/ϵt)ϵ′L−1 -0.63 -0.36
(r/ϵt)ϵ′L+1 0 -0.61

2 Simulation Model

The nonlinear gyrokinetic equation [14] for the perturbed
ion gyrocenter distribution function,δ f , in the low-β elec-
trostatic limit is numerically solved by the GKV code
[12] as a partial differential equation defined on the five-
dimensional phase-space. We introduce a model colli-
sion term given by the gyrophase average of the Lenard-
Bernstein collision operator [15]. The quasi-neutrality
condition with the adiabatic electron response (forTe = Ti)
is used for calculation of the electrostatic potential,ϕkx,ky.
In the GKV code, we employ the toroidal flux tube model
[16] with the field-aligned coordinates, and also assume
constant volume-averaged density and temperature gradi-
ents with scale-lengths ofLn andLT as well as the constant
magnetic shear parameter, ˆs = (r0/q0)dq/dr. Here,q(r)
stands for the safety factor, andq0 = q(r0). See Ref. [12]
for more details.

In the helical version of the GKV code, the averaged
minor radius,r0, is defined byΨt = πB0r2

0 whereΨt means
the toroidal flux. The toroidal and helical effects of the
confinement field are introduced by the change of magnetic
field strength,

B = B0 {1− ϵ00(r) − ϵt(r) cosz

−
l=L+1∑
l=L−1

ϵl(r) cos[(l − Mq0)z− Mα]

 , (1)

whereL andM denote the poloidal and toroidal periodic-
ities of the main component of the helical field. For the
LHD, L = 2 andM = 10. The main helical field is rep-
resented byϵL. The side-band components and the aver-
aged normal curvature are also given byϵL−1, ϵL+1, and
ϵ′00 = dϵ00/dr, respectively. We also set the field-line label
α to be constant (α = 0) because of weakα-dependence
of the linear ITG instability. For the ITG turbulence sim-
ulations shown below, we employ a huge number of grid

Fig. 1 Color contours of the electrostatic potential of the zonal
flow and the ITG turbulence obtained by the GKV sim-
ulation for the standard model configurations att = 25
(upper) andt = 100Ln/vti (lower).

points over 50 billions [that is, 128× 128× 512× 128× 48
in the fluxtube coordinates of (x, y, z, v∥, µ) of the five-
dimensional phase-space]. Further details of the GKV sim-
ulation model for helical systems are found in Ref. [10].

3 Gyrokinetic Simulation of ITG
Turbulence and Zonal Flows

Nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of the ITG turbulence
and zonal flows for helical systems [10] are extended so as
to incorporate the realistic parameter sets for the LHD ex-
periments as has been done in the linear GKV simulations
of the ITG instability and zonal flows [11]. Differences in
the linear growth rates of the ITG instability between the
standard and inward-shifted model configurations, which
were about 60% in Ref. [10], are largely decreased by us-
ing the new parameter sets [11]. Moreover, the collision-
less decay of the zonal flow in the realistic model for the
inward-shifted configuration takes longer time than those
for the standard and the previous cases [11]. These results
support the scenario derived from the theoretical analysis
of the zonal flow response in helical systems [4, 5], such
that the stronger zonal flow driven by the ITG turbulence
in the inward-shifted case may lead to a lower level of the
turbulent transport than that in the standard configuration.

The GKV code employs the toroidal flux tube domain
with the same local plasma parameters ofηi ≡ Ln/LTi = 3,
Ln/R0 = 0.3, Te/Ti = 1, andα = 0 for the standard
and inward-shifted cases. Other parameters are summa-
rized in Table 1. We set the toroidal periodicity of the
simulation domainNα = 6, and the half-widths of the ra-
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Fig. 2 Color contours of the electrostatic potential of the zonal
flow and the ITG turbulence obtained by the GKV simu-
lation for inward-shifted model configurations att = 25
(upper) andt = 100Ln/vti (lower).

dial and toroidal (field-line-label) box size are given by
r0∆q/q0ŝ and πr0/q0Nα, where the change of the safety
factor∆q = −1/6.

Color contours of the electrostatic potentialϕ ob-
tained from the GKV simulations of the ITG turbulence are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the standard and inward-shifted
model configurations, respectively. Here, the potential
fluctuations are mapped on the innermost flux surface
and the elliptic poloidal cross-section. Radially-elongated
eddy patterns of potential (streamers) are first driven by the
toroidal ITG instability, and propagate in the direction of
the ion diamagnetic drift. The ballooning-type mode struc-
tures are clearly found in the linear growth phase of the in-
stability. The growth of the ITG instability is saturated by
the self-generatedE×B zonal flows, and the streamers are
destroyed into small eddies in the later turbulent state.

Power spectra of the potential fluctuations of the ITG
turbulence are shown in Fig. 3, where the data is time-
averaged fromt = 60 to 100Ln/vti . We see the same peak
amplitude of the spectrum,

∑
kx
⟨|ϕkx,ky |2⟩/∆ky between the

inward-shifted and standard cases, while the spectrum in
the former broadens into the low-ky side.

It is expected from the linear GKV simulations of
the ITG mode [11] that, because of the higher maximum
growth rate, ion thermal diffusivity, χi , grows faster for
the inward-shifted configuration than for the standard one.
In the nonlinear simulations, we have observed that the
peak value ofχi ≃ 3.8ρ2

tivti/Ln for the former case is
about 50% larger than that ofχi ≃ 2.6ρ2

tivti/Ln for the
latter case. In the statistically steady states of the tur-
bulent transport, however,χi averaged fromt = 60 to
t = 250Ln/vti for the inward-shifted case is about 20%
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Fig. 3 Power spectra of potential fluctuations of the ITG turbu-
lence obtained from the GKV simulations for the stan-
dard (black) and the inward-shifted (red) model config-
urations. The spectrum is time-averaged fromt = 60 to
100Ln/vti .
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Fig. 4 Radial profiles of the zonal flow potential averaged from
t = 60 to 250Ln/vti . Black and red curves represent
the results obtained from the standard and inward-shifted
cases, respectively.

smaller than that from the result for the standard config-
urations, that is,χi ∼ 1.45ρ2

tivti/Ln for the former case and
χi ∼ 1.78ρ2

tivti/Ln for the latter one. See also Ref. [17].

The lower ion heat transport found in the inward-
shifted case is attributed to a larger amplitude of the
zonal flows generated by turbulence. Radial profiles of
the zonal flow potential are shown in Fig. 4, where the
flux-surface average of theky = 0 components of the
potential, ⟨ϕky=0(x)⟩, are time-averaged fromt = 60 to
t = 250Ln/vti . The zonal-flow potential spectrum also
shows about a three-times larger amplitude in the inward-
shifted case than that in the standard configuration [17]. It
should be noted that the stronger zonal-flow generation in
the inward-shifted model configuration is consistent with
larger values of the zonal-flow response function as dis-
cussed in our previous works [4, 5, 10, 11].

The transport reduction associated with the zonal-
flow generation is also found in Lissajous plots of time-
histories of the simulation data in Fig. 5, where the verti-
cal axis measures the squared potential of the zonal flow,∑⟨|ϕkx,0|2⟩. The horizontal axes in upper and lower panels
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Fig. 5 Lissajous plots of the simulation results shown in the
space ofχi-

∑⟨|ϕkx,0|2⟩ (upper) and
∑⟨|ϕkx,ky |2⟩-

∑⟨|ϕkx,0|2⟩
(lower). Black and red curves represent the results ob-
tained from the standard and inward-shifted cases, re-
spectively.

of Fig. 5 stand for the transport coefficient,χi/(ρ2
tivti/Ln),

and the turbulent fluctuations,
∑⟨|ϕkx,ky |2⟩, respectively. In

the upper panel, starting from the initial condition near the
origin of (0,0), the data point moves along the horizon-
tal axis as the instability grows. One can see thatχi is
greatly reduced when the zonal flow is excited, where the
orbit of the data point turns to the upper left corner of the
figure. In the nonlinear saturation stage of the instabil-
ity (t > 60Ln/vti), the data points for the two configura-
tions fluctuate only inside two different regions, namely,
the region with high transport and weak zonal flows for the
standard configuration and the region with low transport
and strong zonal flows for the inward-shifted configura-
tion. Contrarily, the data points in the lower panel move
around in a common horizontal range with a similar turbu-
lent fluctuation level, but with different zonal flow ampli-
tudes.

4 Conclusion

The nonlinear gyrokinetic-Vlasov simulations present the
results that the ion thermal diffusivity χi driven by the
ion temperature gradient turbulence for the inward-shifted
LHD plasma takes a lower time-averaged value in the
steady turbulent state because of the stronger zonal-flow
generation. The obtained results confirm the theoretical

prediction derived from the gyrokinetic analysis of the
zonal flow response in helical systems, that is, the neo-
classical optimization results in reduction of the anomalous
transport through enhancement of the zonal flow. This pro-
vides ones a physical understanding on a possible mecha-
nism of the confinement improvement found in the inward-
shifted configurations of the LHD experiments.
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